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Beginning with the very first verse of genesis and continuing through the Bible's very last chapter,

Yacov Rambsel has found a magnificant matrix of insights, which are cryptologically structured

words, phrases, and even statements that reach beyond time and space as we know it.
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"This is not just another book, but a veritable nuclear bomb! -- - Dr Paul Crouch Sr. Founder of

Trinity Broadcast Network (TBN)

Yacov Rambsel is the pastor of a Messianic congregation in San Antonio, texas, and founder of

Messianic Ministries, Inc. He and his wife, Yaphah, write as a team.

I remember this Jewish gentleman who was a Rabbi being on a Christian station call Day Star as a

guess in 1998 trying to tell Joanie the host about there being codes in the Bible that could tell

anyone about their future. He even tried to show her the formula to the codes and he did it without a

computer. At that time I don't know if anyone took him seriously as they would if he told them today.

Great book full of information and the formula he uses is in this book.

Got this as I loved Yacov Rambsel's other books, on the Yeshua code. Never disappoints. good

book for those who doubt the Bible is the Holy Word of God, also designed to dispel the arguments



that the Bible was skewed by man to force man's ideas. Beautiful book.

To say this is just a book on the Bible code would be doing this work an injustice. It is more, much

more. It is one; an exposition on the Bible code (ELS). two; an exposition on Scripture. And three;

also an exposition on the Bible Numerical Value System. So we can say this book has three

witnesses to back it up. One; All the Bible code found in this book checks out, You can get Bible

Code software, and do it yourself. Two; all that Yacov Rambsel finds in the code is in perfect

harmony with both the Scripture and 3; the Numerical system. Its all a perfect fit. Rambsel asked the

most important questions about our salvation, and about the past, present and feature. He seeks

and finds the answers to life's most important questions. The Factor starts off good and goes to

great; chapters four, five, six and seven are phenomenal. Their in order named; THE NAME OF

THE MESSIAH; THE CROWNING PROPHECY'S OF THE BIBLE; THE RETURN OF THE

MESSIAH AND THE SEVENTH DAY. I would highly suggest this book to Christian and non

Christian alike. And I would say to everyone to study the above mentioned chapters, thoroughly. For

non Christians I would suggest you start with Page 17 (skip the forward and intro). This book may

very well introduce you to the MESSIAH.

This type of information is prophesized by a scripture in Daniel 12:4 where it says: "shut up the

words, and seal the book, even to the time of the end: many shall run to and fro, and knowledge

shall be increased.". It is definitely the time of the end and people are rapidly traveling to and fro,

and computers have increased knowledge exponentially. (they could not have found this data

without computers). God is using every method He can to get mans attention before it eternally to

late. I recommend this book highly - it will definitely help to increase your faith.

Great book and delivery and packaging were excellent!

I consider myself to be quite open minded, and certainly more than a bit intellectually and spiritually

curious. It was with that intent that I picked up a copy of this book. Between long studied traditions

of gematria in Hebrew writings to recent hypotheses on "Bible Codes" of various types, I figured that

a used, cheap quick read of this book might provide something to chew on.Instead, I was greeted

with assertions that dinosaurs roamed the earth as recently as 6,000 years ago with men, and

statistical probabilities and archeological "discoveries" that support the code that the author purports

to have found, without the aid of computers, in the study of various areas of scripture in the



Masoretic Hebrew text of the Bible. The dinosaurs caused me enough heartburn, but given that

Masoretic Hebrew is only about 1200 years old really began to cast some serious doubt as to the

veracity of the findings - especially the computer validated statistics which proved the non random

nature of the occurrences as noted by the author.End of the day, the book is quite fantastic, in the

"fantasy" fantastic way. I can't get behind the pseudoscience, and there just isn't enough here to

overcome the obvious bias of the author toward messianic Christianity.

Loved it, with facts not fiction!!!

Very Good, and revealing.
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